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1 Introduction

Persistent memory is a non-volatile and byte-addressable
memory device, being much faster than NAND flash mem-
ory and offering larger memory capacity at a lower cost than
DRAM. Since Intel’s Optane launched, early papers have
been reporting its performance properties from a variety of
aspects [4–7]. This article reports our latest experience of
utilizing persistent memory for bulk loading as a typical sce-
nario of database record processing. Bulk loading is a process
of inserting a bunch of record contents (often given in text
files) into database stored in secondary storage. This is usu-
ally composed of multiple steps; a former step transfers its
intermediate result to its next step by using memory space
(i.e., DRAM) or secondary storage space (e.g., flash memory
and magnetic disks.) Persistent memory is potentially a new
promising device for this intermediate memory space. Experi-
mentally understanding the performance of this use case helps
future software design.

2 Experiment and analysis

A typical process of database bulk loading is (1) iteratively to
read a block from given text files into sort buffer, interpret and
sort records in the block, and stores the block into intermediate
space; (2) to merge all the blocks from and store the records
into a data structure (e.g., leaf nodes of B+ tree) in database;
and (3) to arrange the data structure (e.g., internal nodes of
B+ tree.) We compared four configuration scenarios: sDiD
(using DRAM for the sort buffer and the intermediate space,)
sPiD (using persistent memory for the sort buffer and DRAM
for the intermediate space,) sDiP (using DRAM for the sort
buffer and persistent memory for the intermediate space,) and
sPiP (using persistent memory for both.)

The experiment was performed on a four-socket machine
with four Intel Xeon 6252 processors (each having 24 cores at
2.1 GHz) with 768 GB DRAM, 2048 GB persistent memory
(Intel Optane 2,666 MHz,) and four flash SSDs, running
Ubuntu Linux 20.04. We utilized our home-grown multi-
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Figure 1: Execution time spent for bulk loading with DRAM
and persistent memory.

threaded database engine [2] and TPC-H (scale factor: 100) [1]
datasets. The dataset was initially stored as text files in btrfs [3]
space striped on the flash SSDs and finally inserted into the
database organized in another block space striped on the space
SSDs.

Figure 1 summarizes the total execution time spent for bulk
loading with different configurations. We observed 2.2 times
longer execution time on persistent memory than DRAM when
the bulk loading was single-threaded. This observation seems
different from other micro-benchmarking reports [6], which
reported moderate performance degradation. Our current
analysis is that the processing of variable-length records
tends to exhibit this phenomenon in particular, but further
study is necessary. By contrast, when the bulk loading was
more intensively multi-threaded, the performance gap became
smaller, reaching 1.3 times at 96 threads.

Persistent memory is potentially promising, but still emerg-
ing. We would like to further investigate the reality of its
performance properties for a variety of data-intensive use
cases.
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